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Dated zf September, 2or7
OFFICE MEMORANDUM

Sub:- Decisions taken in the Meeting taken by Secretary(WR,RD8.GR) on 27.o9.2or7 to
review expenditure.

1. A meeting was taken O, **"**,**,RD8.GR) on the zTth September
2cl17 at L4oo h to review expenditure under various schemes of MOWR,RD&GR in the
context of preparation of RE-zot7-tB.

2. The following decisions were taken in the meeting.

a. All Wing Heads/SMDs/Organisations would process proposals/bills relating to
committed liabilities immediately and seek necessary approvals to ensure
optimum utilisation of funds till quarter ending 3oth September, 2o\7. SMDs will
also liaise with respective PAOs to ensure that bills pending for payment are
cleared forthwith.

Action:

JS(PP&RD) - in relationto RBM and DRIP

JS(A&GW) - in relation to GWM&R, NHP, HRD&CB and Infrastructure
Development.

Com(FM) - in relation to Farakka Barrage, FMP and River Management
Activities in Border Areas.

Chairman CWC - in relation to components pertaining to CWC under respective
schemes.

Chairman CGWB - in relation to GWM&R and other items of expenditure of
CGWB.

b. The concerned Wing Heads/Organisation heads would brief
Secretary(WR,RD&GR) on the progress made in the evening of z8.o9.zot7.

Action: As per item (a) above.

c. CA, MOWR may ensure that all bills presented till 2g.og.2ot7 are cleared within
the month.

Action:

CA, MOWR, RD&GR.

d. SFC meeting for HRD&CB Scheme has been fixed for ltoo h on 3"d October, zor7.
The schemes of (i) R&D and NWM; and (ii) Irrigation Census may also be held on
the same day in conjunction with the SFC meeting for HRD&CB. Respective
SMDs may issue meeting notices accordingly and provide a copy to IFD for
uploading on the EFC portal.

Action:

JS(PP&RD) - in relation to R&D and NWM



JS(A&GW) - in relationto HRD&CB

DDG(Stat) - Irrigation Census

Com(SPR) may submit the details of state-wise outstanding liabilities under
proj ects included in PMKSY(HKKP) to SecretaryfiAlR, RD&GR).

All SMDs would immediately convey information sought by Budget Section for
preparation of RE zorT-r8 and BE zor8-r9.

3. All concerned are requested to kindly taken immediate follow up action on the
decisions taken.

e.

@
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Under Secretary (Budget)
Tel. No. zg7rt4B6

To,

MOWR.RD&GR

1. JS(PP&RD)

2. JS(A&cw)

3. MD (NwM)

4. Commissioner (SPR)

5. Commissioner (FM)

6. DDG(Stat.)

7. CA, MOWR,RD&GR

Organisations

1. Chairman (CWC)

2. Chairman, CGWB

Copy also to:

1. PPS to Secretary(MoWR, RD&GR)

2. PPSIoJS&FA, MoWR, RD&GR ru
(Vrjay Srivastava)

Under Secretary (Budget)
Tel. No. 237t 1486


